Abstract. A non-deterministic hypersubstitution maps any operation symbol of type r to a tree language. Non-deterministic hypersubstitutions can be extended to mappings which map tree languages to tree languages preserving the arities ([2]). We can extend those hypersubstitutions to many-sorted non-deterministic hypersubstitutions which map any operation symbol to a tree language of the corresponding sort ([5]). The aim of this paper is to show that the extension of a many-sorted non-deterministic hypersubstitution is an endomorphism of some clone and that the set of all non-deterministic hypersubstitutions of each sort forms a semigroup. These results can be applied to study M-solid many-sorted varieties of tree languages (see [4] ).
Introduction
Let I be a non-empty set and n E N + := N\{0}, let I* := (J I n . Let E be n>l a subset of I* x I which will be used to describe or code the sorts used by the operation symbols of our type. We classify these operation symbols according to the number of inputs each uses and the sort, that is the index, of its output. Then we define E n := E n (7 n x I). Let E m (i) := {7 € E m | 7(771 + 1) = i}, i e I, m E N + . We set E(z) := U E m (i). For a 6 E m let a(j) be the j-th me N+ 520 K. Denecke, S. Lekkoksung operation symbols of type (2,2; 1), one operation symbol of type (2; 2) and one operation symbol of type (2,1; 2).
DEFINITION 1.1. ([1])
Let X^ := (X^) ie i be an /-sorted set of variables, also called an n-element /-sorted alphabet, with X^ := {a^i,..., Xin},i G I, and let ((f-y)k)keK^, 7 es be an indexed set of S-sorted operation symbols. Then a set Wn(i) which is called the set of all n-ary E-terms of sort i, is inductively defined as follows; for allz G /, we set (i) wy(i) :=xi n) .
(ii) wp+1(i) := wp(i)U{(/ 7 ) fc (ti,... ,tm) I k G Ky, 7 e Sm(i), tj 6 wp{ij), 1 < j < m, m G N whenever 7 = (¿1,..., im, i)}, for I € N. is defined as follows. For t G W(i) and tj G W(kj) for 1 < j < n, we define Sa(t,h,..., tn) by induction on the complexity of t, by the following steps:
1) If t = Xij G Xi, then 1.1) for i ^ kj, Sa (x^, t\,..., tn) := %iji 1.2) and for i = kj, Sa(xij, ti,..., tn) tj.
2) If t = (f-y)k(si,.-.,sm) G W{i) with k E K^, 7 = (i h ..., i m ; i) G S and sq G W(iq), 1 < q < m,m G N, and if we assume that Spq(sq,ti,... ,tn) with (3q = (k\,..., kn; iq) G A, are already defined, then 
. ,tn)).
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Nd-Superposition operations for S-terms
Let V{W{i)) be the power set of W{i).
for 1 < j < n,n G N such that S,Tj are non-empty. If we define a superposition operation
for a = (fci,..., kn-, i) G A, by = S'(l,2;2)({/(2;2)(^2l)>, {^11, (/(2,2; 1)) 1 (^21, ^22)>, {^22>) = {S(l,2;2)(/(2;2)0c2l), Zll, Z22)} U{S'(lj2;2)(/(2;2)(^2l), (/(2,2;1)) 1 (^21, ^22>, ^22)} = {/(2;2)(®2l)} U {/(2;2)(®2l)} = {/(2;2)(®2l)} and *S'(2,1;2)('5(1i2;2)(^) B\, B2),C\,C2) = ^(2a;2)({/(2;2)(®2l)},{/(2,li2)(®22, Xll)}, {(/(2,2il))2(iC21, a:22)}) = {'S'(2)l;2)(/(2;2)(a ; 2l), /(2,1;2)(^22, ^ll), (/(2,2;1))2(^21, ^22))} = {/(2;2)(/(2,l;2)(®22,a;il))}.
Moreover, we consider
S(2,I-,I)(BI,CI,C2)
= <S'(2,l;l)({a;il,/(2,2;l)(^21,a;22)}, {/(2,1;2)^ll)}, {(/(2,2;l))2(a;21, ^22)}) = {¿>(2,1;1)(®11, /(2,1;2)(^22, ^ll), (/(2,2;1))2(®21) ®22))} U {<5(2,l;l)((/(2,2;l))l(^21, 222), /(2,1;2)(®22, ®ll), (/(2,2;1))2(®21, X22))} = fall} U {(/(2,2;l))l(/(2,1;2)(^-22, ®ll), 222)} = {2ll,(/(2,2;l))l(/(2,l;2)(222,2ll),X22)}. Therefore, this natural way to define a superposition operation on the power sets is not the best way. We will define a superposition operation in such a way that the superassociative law is satisfied. Then the non-deterministic superposition operation
is defined as follows. 
Proof. If S is empty, the claim is clearly true. If S is non-empty, then we will give a proof by induction on the complexity of the S-term which forms the only element of the one-element set S. Proof. If T is empty, the claim is clearly true. If T is non-empty, then we will give a proof by induction on the complexity of the E-term which forms the only element of the one-element set S. Our result shows that the superposition operations of sets of many-sorted terms have to be defined for an appropriate choice of sorts to obtain the superassociative law.
1) If
S = {xij} where Xij G X{, then 1.1) for i ^ kj, S™ d (Sp d (S, L\,..., L n ), Ti,..., T m ) = L\,..., L n ),Ti,..., T m ) = S2 d ({xij}, T\,..., T m ) = {Xij} = Sp d ({xij}, Sp d (Li,Ti,..., T m ),..., Sp^(L n , T\,..., T m )) = Sp d (S, Sp^(Li,Ti,..., T m ),..., Sp d (L n , Ti,..., T m )), 1.2) for i = kj, S™ d (Sp d (S, Li,..., L n ),Ti,..., Tm) = Li,..., L n ),I n G s£({ut I Ut G Stf({st}, Li, • • •, Ln)},Tu Tm)} = {(/7)
1) If T = {xij} where

Generalized Nd-superposition operations
The superposition operations introduced in Definition 2.2 preserve arities.
Non-arity preserving superposition operations for single terms were defined in [1] ,
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We extend this definition to sets of terms. Let i,ki,...,k n G I, and let a = (fci,..., k n -,i) G A. Then the generalized superposition operation
is defined as follows. For S G V(W(i)),Tj G V(W(kj)),l < j < n,n € N such that S,Tj are non-empty, we define Sa(S, T\,... ,T n ) by induction on the complexity of the term in the one-element set S by the following steps 1) and 2): 2) If 5 = {(/ 7 ) fe (si,...,s m )} G V{W{i) ) for k G K 1 ,7 = (n,... ,i m ;i) G G W(i q ), l<5<ra,meN, and if we assume that ( S'£ i ({s 9 },7i,..., T n ) for a q = (ki,..., k n ; i q ) G A, are already defined, then (2,1; 1), (2,1,1; 2)}, and X (2iU) = {1,2}. Let S = {(/( 2 ,i;i))i(^24, x n ), X15}, = {/(2;i)(/(2,i;2)(®2i,®n)),a;ii}, T 3 = {^12, (/(2,i ; i)>2(^22,^12)} be elements in P(VT(1)), T 2 = {/(2,i,i;2)( a; 2i)®ii)ici2)} be an element in P(W(2)). Then we get that 
Proof. If S is empty, the claim is clearly true. If S is non-empty, then we will give a proof by induction on the complexity of the E-term which forms the only element of the one-element set S. 
3) If S is an arbitrary subset of W(i), then
The following identity is also satisfied.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let T G V(W(i)). Then for any xkjj
Proof. If T is empty, the claim is clearly true. If T is non-empty, then we will give a proof by induction on the complexity of the S-term which forms the only element of the one-element set T. Proof. From Definition 3.4 we have Using the non-arity preserving superposition operations we can form the many-sorted algebra ((P(W(t)))ie/;(5»)a6A,({xiu})iej).
We call this algebra the gA-power-clone.
Nd-hypersubstitutions for E-terms
Hypersubstitutions for terms over one-sorted algebras were introduced by E. Graczyriska and D. Schweigert ( [3] ). Our definitions and the properties of superposition operations can be used to define non-deterministic hypersubstitutions and their extensions. First we introduce the following notation. Any mapping
is the set of all E-terms which have arity j -y|-1, is said to be a non-deterministic E-hypersubstitution of sort i. The next theorem will show that this extension is an endomorphism of the A-power-clone. The following lemma shows that the extension of this product is the product of the extensions of (of)i and (of)i- 
The I-sorted extension a nd := (af d )i&i of the I-sorted non-deterministic T,-hypersubstitution a nd is an endomorphism of the manysorted algebra
A -power-clone = ((V(W(i)))iei; (S2 d )ae A,({xij})teT = ^[{OUfc^i], • • • ,*£[*,]) teT = S^afm^S,},..., . Let (o"j lci )i, {(J2 d )i G ndT,(i)-
For all {of) u (of)i e ndZ(i)-Hyp we have ((of)i of
Proof. We will show that {{of) l 
of {of) l )[T\ = ((of) l o {of)i)[T\ for all T C W{i).
If T is empty, the claim is clearly true. If T is non-empty, then we will give a proof by induction on the complexity of the S-term which forms the only element of the one-element set T. 
